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This Brady photograph shows Union forces takinc the offensive against the Confederate Army al Petersburg.
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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON

TELEPHONES: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 WEST END 4651 (after7 p.m.)

NEW RELEASES FROM THE FOREMOST FIGURE MANUFACTURERS
CHINESE INFANTRY
Chi 1 Chinese Infantry Spearman
Chi 2 Chinese Light Archer
Chi 3 Chinese Heavy Infantryman with

Sword and Shield
Chi 4 Chinese Light Infantryman with

Sword (Leather Armour)
Chi 5 Chinese Foot Officer or Dismounted

Cavalry with Sword
Chi 6 Chinese Infantry Standard Bearer
CHINESE CAVALRY
ChiC 1 Chinese Heavy Cavalry Lancer
CMC 2 Chinese Cavalryman with Sword
ChiC 3 Chinese Light Cavalry with Sword

and Shield
ChiC 4 Chinese Light Horse Archer

INDIAN WARS-REDSKIN
CAVALRY

IWRC1 American Indian Firing Bow

IWRC2 American Indian Firing Musket

IWRC3 American Indian with Lance

IWRC4 American Indian Medicine Man
or Chief

IWRC5 American Indian Pointing
Carbine

INDIAN WARS-AMERICAN
CAVALRY

IWC1 USCavalryTrooperwithCarbine

MORE 15 mm SCALE FIGURES

15/31 British Hussars

15/32 French Curassier

15/105 Howitzer

FOOT 6)p

RIDER Vip
HORSE lOp

GUNS 25p

Postage Extra

Postage

Upto£1 lOp
£2 15p
£3 20p
£5 25p
£10 35p

over £10 free

FULL

CATALOGUE

25p

HUNDRED YEARS WAR-CRECY
PERIOD-1300-1350 INFANTRY
H.Y.C. 1 Genoese Crossbowman
H.Y.C. 2 Armoured Infantryman with Axe
H.Y.C. 3 Armoured Infantryman with

Spear
H.Y.C. 4 Armoured Infantryman with

Sword and Shield
H.Y.C. 5 Armoured Infantryman with

Mace and Shield
H.Y.C. 6 English Longbowman
HUNDRED YEARS WAR—CRECY
PERIOD—1300-1350 CAVALRY
H.Y.C.C. 1 Knight with Mace and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 2 Knight with Sword and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 3 Knight with Lance and Shield
H.Y.C.C. 4 Knight with Battlcaxe and

Shield

MEDIEVAL INFANTRY each 6Jp
TM1 Teutonic Foot Knight
TM2 Teutonic Crossbowman

RM1 Russian Foot Knight
RM2 Russian Ctossbowman

RM3 Russian Knight Spearman

RM4 Russian Knight Spearman

IM1 Italian Renaissance Musketeer

IM2 Italian Renaissance Halberdier

GM1 German Crossbowman

MEDIEVAL CAVALRY each 17Jp
TMC1 Teutonic Knight

RMC1 Russian Knight

-GMC2 German Roller Mercenary
IMCl Italian Renaissance Knight

SpTn^rS^?0" THE FIRM THAT GIVES G00D SERVICE. GOOD VALUE ANDABOVE ALL THE FIGURES YOU WANT IN ACCURATE SCALE. CATALOGUE 25p
ANCIENT 25mm
PB 157 British Slingor
PB 158 British Chieftain
PB 161 British Infantryman
PB 163 British Javelinman
PB 198 Ostrogothic Archer
PBC 160 British Light Cavalryman
PBC 203 Palmyran Cataphract
PBP 9 Voldsases
V 1 Viking Swordsman
V 2 Viking Spearman
V 3 Viking Axeman
V 4 Viking Light Spearman
V 5 Viking Archer
V 6 Viking Berserk

NAPOLEONIC 15mm
15N31 British Hussars
15N32 French Cuirassiers
15N 33 French Line Infantry Command Strip
15N 105 Howitzer
15E 101 ECW Saker Field Gun

COMING SOON
DESIGNED BY THAT 'POOR MAN'S' MICHELANGELO - DICK HIGGS. THE ORIGINATOR OF THE
NOW POPULAR SCALE - 25 mm. MANY MORE TO COME FOR 1973, IN OUR 5 mm NEW 15 mm
THE EVER-INCREASING 25 mm AND THE FAST-EXPANDING 30 mm SCALES.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 25mm
ECW 7
ECW 10

ECW 13
ECW 36

ECWC9

English Civil War Halberdier
Artilleryman with Ram & Bucket
Roundhead Officer
Monmouth Dressed Pikeman
Mounted Drummer

RENEWED AND NEW
BN 30 Horse Artilleryman with Shot

Horse Artilleryman with Ram
Horse Artilleryman firing Gun
Horse Artilleryman with Rocket
Sergeant
Red Indian with Tomahawk

BN31
BN32
BN34
BN 56
IWR 1

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 15mm
15E1 Royalist Musketeers (5 men)

Royalist Cavalrymen (3 mounted)
Roundhead Cavalrymen (3 mounted)
Mounted Dragoons (3 mounted)
Artillery Crew for Gun (5 men)
Pikemen in Morions (5 Pikemen)

15E2
15E3
15E4
15E5

15E6

Ancient & English Civil War 15mm
Figures for Middle Earth Fanatics
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EDITORIAL

Slsewhere in this issue I have been taxed with
compiling a section on new items and books that are
beyond the pocket of my readers. Seemingly this
must be the case when reading any newspaper or
magazine because they are all packed with enticing
advertisements for every conceivable amenity of
modern civilisation from cars ^own to fountain tens.
Of course, none of us can afford all the things we
would like or which attract us in advertisements but
that is a fact of life in that it provides an incen
tive to strive for more financial resources in order
to purchase things to covet for our comfort and to put us one up on the Jones'es. But there
is more to it than that so far as model soldiers are concerned - if we could obtain even a
proportion of what we desire then our hobby-system would be turned upside down.'

For instance, even with the sample figures sent me for review in this magazine, I have
so many boxes of unpainted castings around this house that not only do I lack the time to
paint them but I have even over-stretched the time and limits of the two wargamers I pay to
paint figures for me.' I came back from Spain with dreams of forming a Light Division and
set my painters on Cacadores; writing on Napoleon's campaigns in Italy inspired me to set up
Franco-Austrian battles which required more battalions of Austrian infantry painted; then I
thought it misht be a good idea to have some Spanish infantry to provide a tricky morale
problem in Peninsular battles and so I obtained a couple of regiments of them; next I got
interested in Individual '/argaming and want Roger's dangers, Gladiators, Cowboys, Mexicans,
etc., etc., painted up.

No, it is not money t'.at is the root of the problem - it is TIME.' In this day and age
when Christmas seems to come three times a year, there is just not enough spare hours or
minutes to adequately encompass all we desire to do. The older ones amongst us fondly
imagine happy days of retirement spent painting figures and wargaming - so did Sid Swinburne
who writes

".... if you are anticipating a wealth of leisure time at your disposal when you retire
at some future date then forget it because time seems to go so fast one doesn't seem to have
achieved one's target at all. Looking back I am at a loss to know just how I found the time
for any hobby, at least that is how it appears to me at present when the days fly by and I
wonder how I found the time to paint and wargameJ"

Ah well.' Let us soldier on and hope for the best.

DON FSATHSRSTONE.

Subscription Rates: £2.30p United Kingdom; Overseas £2.45p; #6.50 U.S.A. and Canada
including Bank Handling Charge. Single Copies 20p (55c U.S.A.),

Advertising Rates; Full Page - £6.60p (#17.00).
Half Page - £5.30p (#8.50).
Quarter Page - £1.6Sp (#4.25).
Eighth Page - .83p (#2.15).

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

MEW WARS FOR WARGAHERS

THE FRENCH RELIGIOUS WARS (1562-1598).

The Holy League of the Catholics and the Pro
testants f8ced each other in civil war in Prance in
1562 with the Catholics having the initial superio
rity because the old established regiments of the
standing army were on their side and they hod con
trol of finances which enabled them to hire mercenaries. The Protestants main
strength lay in a cavalry force composed of noblemen and for ten years they lost
battle after battle but out of their defeats the Protestants evolved a new and
successful system of warfare based on the rapidly improving gunpowder weapons. They
posted groups of arquebu3ier3 (enfants perdus) between cavalry squadrons and on both
wings and usually managed to break up enemy cavalry attacks by fire-power although,
through lack of supporting pikemen, were cut down if they failed. Later, the Pro
testants were the first to adopt the musket which, range of 500 yards in spite of many
faults and slowness of loading was a devastating weapon with great stopping power.
This war became a testing ground for new cavalry tactics when the pistol was invented
and used by German reiters wearing helm, cuirass and high leather boots became mercen
ary rivals of Swiss and landsfcnechts a new cavalry attack called the "caracole". The
Protestants favoured thi3 method of attack while the Catholics still clung to the old
concept of lancers charging in two lines. Huguenot cavalry hurled themselves in
columns on enemy, discharged pistols and then lay-to with swords. Also, the Pro
testants devised a force of mounted infantrymen much in the style of the Dragoons of
a hundred years later. Henry of Navare became a most successful Protestant leader,
winning battles against superior numbers of Catholics at Coutras in 1567 by a tactic
of posting arquebusiers between cavalry squadrons with the front rank man kneeling to
fire. In 1569 was fought Ivry, the most decisive battle of the wsr which, for tacti
cal standpoint, became one of the most instructive.

00O00

Historical fact is all-important when forming wargames armies of specific
periods - there should not be concentrations of troops (such as excess numbers of
Guard or rifle armed regiments) over and above historical record. National differ
ences such as morale, leadership, equipment and organisation, can force the wargamer
to fight with a different concept varying with the country he is commanding so that
French elan and Russian peasant stubborness is reflected etc.

60O00

When the ench Rev lution began the French artillery was well in advance of the
other armies through the improvements brought about by de Gribeauval who, in the
twelve years or so that followed I765 revolutionised the arm. He standardised the
French field artillery into 4-8 and 12 pdr guns and 6-inch howitzers, lightening the
pieces and strengthening their carriages which were built to 0 uniform model. The
ease and accuracy of laying were increased by tangent scales and elevating screws
and for nearly a century to come Gribeauval's 12-pdr gun dominated battlefields the
world over.

00O00**—

HINT OF THE MONTH - For painting speckled camouflage on tanks, first paint the
vehicle the basic colour and when dry, dip an old toothbrush into the next colour to
be used. Staring about six inches away from the vehicle draw a piece of sprue or wood
along the bristles, away from the vehicle so causing a fine spray of paint to be
showe'red on it. This can be repeated a few inches further away to give a finer spray
which will result in a very realistic mottled effect on the tank.

(Bv P.K.Watkinson from Rank and File, The Tunbridge Wells •.•argame Society
v ' Newsletter).

00O00

"Nothing is more destructive than the charge of artillery on a crowd,
avoid one or two bullets but it is almost impossible to escape 18 or 20."

NAPOLEON'S WAR MAXIMS.

We can



I HAVE BEE!; TO....

ROHCESVALLES

by

Michael N.Pearce

During August, taking advantage of a holiday in the Basque country, I made a
trip which I have wanted to do for some time. I crossed the historic Pass of Ron-
cesvalles. As this is decidely out of the way, as far as most people are concerned,
a description may be of interest.

Almost before you leave the coast near St. Jean de Luz, the road is already
twisting and turning uneasily. After a mile or two, you enter what was once the
tiny Kingdom of Navarre, less than sixty miles long and situated astride the
Pyrenees. Its former independence is emphasised by the un-French names of the tiny
villages you pass: Dancharria, Ainhoa, Espelette, Itzassou, Louhossoa, Bidarray.
Gradually, the straight stretches get shorter, the hills steeper and the sides of
the valleys closer, until, forty-five miles from the coast, you enter St. Jean-Pied-
de-Port. This historic walled town, set on a little hill, still has the bustling
look that it must have displayed to so many foreign visitors on their way to Santi
ago de Compostella during the last eleven hundred years or so, for during the Middle
Ages, this route was the main road to Spain. The local peasants still sit in the
Market Place to sell their own produce as they must have done all this time.

Leaving St. Jean, the road, narrowing all the time, continues into the heart of
the mountains* The Spanish frontier is marked by the microscopic Arneguy - a hand
ful of houses, an inn, the bridge with its twin frontier pojts» and that is all. Once
across the dotted line, impossible though it seems, the road is worse. In fact, it
was so bad for about a quarter of a mile that I was convinced that we had somehow
contrived to lose it and were about to drive into a farmyard! However, all that
was happening was that the Spanish road-menders, as a first step towards re-surfac
ing, had simply ripped the tarmac completely away, leaving nothing but the earth and
rubble. After this, with the car giving a final lurch and leap, all suspension
bottoming hard, it reverted to about Grade D.

At this point, the traveller finds himself at the very bottom of a long, steep-
sided, twisting valley, known even today as Val Carlos. The road climbs steadily
along the right hand wall of the ravine, following every ripple of the rocky hill
side. It has fairly obviously been improved and widened by dynamiting in recent
years; it is still an impressive road and must have been terrifying in past times.
The Herald of Sir John Chandos describes the Black Princes' crossing in February
1567 in these terms:

"..... Since the just God suffered death for us on the cross, there was no such
painful passage, for one saw men and horses, that suffered many ills, stumble on the
mountain; there was no fellowship, the father made no tarrying for the son; there was
cold so great, snow and frost also, that each one was dismayed, but by the grace of
God, all passed in due time, ten thousand horses or more, and the men on them, and
camped in Navarre."

There are f,jne miles of this before finally the road climbs out onto an open
saddle between grassy summits, and the Pass, 1057 metres high, has been reached. The
top is marked by a tiny modern chapel, replacing a twelfth-century one of which a
few foundations only ore now visible, and a monument to the paladin Roland. This
takes the form of a rough-hewn granite pillar, marked simply "Roland 778-1927" (the
latter being the date when it was erected), and adorned - would you believe? - with
crossed bronze chain-maces of Victorian-Gothic vintage, and on ornate, truly King-
sized sword, the like of which, I am positive, was never seen by Mediaeval man!

Incidentally, considering the fame of Roland, you may be surprised as I was to
discover that there is only one actual historical reference to him. It is to be
found in Eginhardt's "Life of Charlemagne", and reads:-

"... In this oction", (very briefly described it is too) ... "were killed Eggi-
hord the king's Seneschal, Anselm count of the palace, and Roland duke of the Marches
of Brittany, together with a great many more." And that's oil - the rest is pure
legend! This spparently did not discourage the archaeologists of 1927, who found two
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larger-than-normal skeletons in the area of the little chapel, from identifying them
as the remains of Roland and °liver. I suppose, to be fair, it is just possible that
one might be Roland, but Oliver ...? No one ever seems to have suggested that they
might be Eggihord and Anselm, whose deaths were reported in other Chronicles as
well, ond who therefore must have been more important than Roland .... Still, that's
legend for you.

It is not known exactly where the attack on Charlemagne's rearguard took place.
If wargaming has taught me anything, however, it is that neither the open valley of
Roncesvalles nor the actual Pass were suitable for an ambush. Down in Val Carlos,
on the other hand, any army strung out along the narrow, stony track of the old road
would be frighteningly vulnerable - and the heavy armoured cavalrymen doubly so. No
doubt the Basques blocked the road with rocks and tree trunks, after which the Franks
would have been virtually helpless.

From the summit, only a mile and a half of gentle descent brings you to a large
open valley, at the head of which stands the village and monastery of Roncesvalles.
The only real item of interest here for the military historian is the tomb of King
Sancho the Warrior of Aragon, victor at the Bottle of Los Novos de Toloso in 1212.
His effigy is said to be a portrait. On this point I could not make up my mind.
Against; to me the twisted pose with the legs crossed and the right hand reaching

for the sword-hilt suggested a date at least a century later - how could that be a
portrait then? For; the effigy was huge, almost seven feet long, which proved to
be the king's actual height when the tomb was opened recently and the skeleton
measured, and also, if it was not a portrait, why should the ortist have made the
face so vast ond ugly, and the nose so much like a screwed up lump of plasticene?
Had the effigy been wearing armour, I might have judged a little better, but the
king was represented as wrapped in a mantle which covered him from the neck to the
heels, and in the end I could not decide.

The last port of the crossing, the descent from Roncesvolles to Pompeluna,
oncient capital of Navarre, is comparatively easy. The road is still mountainous,
but the country is much more open. All in all, by car and in mid-summer, the journey
was surprisingly easy, but still very awe-inspiring. A little imagination soon fills
in the details of the old legends, and fills the narrow, dark valleys with the
ormoured ghosts of the warriors of long ago.

Model Mililaire
71 barker road middlesbrough teesside

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSFERS

MA I ROMAN SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm, 10 each x 25mm ^Qp
MA 2 GREEK 12 DIFFERENT x 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

HERALDIC TRANSFERS

MM I UONS MM 2 EAGLES. BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS. CHEVRONS

PILES. MARKS OF CADENCE

M M 3 CROSSES. LABELS 4QP

MM 4 CHEQUY. LOZENGY. BARS. GYRONS

REBIMENTAL COLOURS C1815) SELF ADHESIVE

R| I 1stGUARDS.1st 4th. 23rd. 32nd and 92nd FOOT
Rl 2 2nd GUARDS, 3rd.14th.27th. 40th and 52nd FOOT

P&R 1.2 items 5p. Upto 5 items 8p,then 1p extra per item
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mecal miniatures

presents
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS, STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French,Prussian,Austrian, Russian.Spanish

Bugler French Hussars

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS- ROMANS-TURKS -GAULS -GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Infantry 6p Cavalry 14p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds



CAMPAIGNS IN VARGAMING (Continued)

by

G. F. Hutton
1 ' •

Whet, therefore, are the methods advocoted to establish superiority and to re
duce the possibilities of defeat? To list all the advice given by the many authors
who dealt with strategy would require volumes and almost certainly create confusion
due to their apparent contradictions. For instonce, Napoleon himself frequently aban
doned his own principles and flouted the maxims which had proved their worth on pre
vious occasions. His brilliance lay in knowing when to do so in the face of a host
of warnings given by military sages. A3 he said, "There is no authority in war with
out exception." Nevertheless, there are principles which are worth our attention,
their application proving as useful for Alexander the Great as they were for Napoleon
Bonaparte some 2000 years later.

It is suggested thot strategic activity should have the following objectives -
firstly to threaten or sttack the enemy's communications with his base of operations,
which answers two basic military problems - the enemy maintains a strong position by
what means can be ejected or the enemy is advancing in overwhelming numbers how can
he be restrained? Secondly to destroy the coherence and planned action of his army
by inducing the enemy commander to detach forces to deal with threats to his line of
communication or even his base of operation or to draw him forward into areas where
terrain necessitated a dispersal of his forces presenting an opportunity to defeat
his army in detail. Thirdly, to affect superior concentration on definite points,
this last being of prime importance for "when you have resolved to fight a bottle
collect your whole force. Dispense with nothing. A single bottalion sometimes de
cides the day." In this Napoleon exelled. It stamped his military career with
genius, confounding and astounding those who opposed him in the years of his over
whelming victories that rocked the established order of Europe to its aristocratic
foundations.

It was the usual practice for Napoleon to send large bodies of light cavalry
several marches ahead of his main army both to screen his movements and to scout
enemy activity. This is the initial step towards military success. To know where
the enemy is snd what he is doing. Detached and preceeding these cavalry formations
vere small units of men mounted on the swiftest horses and carrying the lightest
equipment. These were the scouts who brought back the earliest intelligence. They
were in fact the tip of the military conglomerate, probing and searching for informa
tion that is so vital to any commander-in-chief. For instance, should the enemy have
deployed in a defensive position it would be wise to know beforehand for "it is an
approved maxim of war never to do what the enemy wishes you to do, for this reason
alone, that he desires it. A field of battle, therefore which he has previously
studied and reconnoitred should be avoided end double core 3hould be taken where he

has had time to fortify and entrench." The tragedy of Borodino provides us with the
perfect example. Bonaparte went to great lengths to obtain as much prior information
as time and energy would allow, including the interrogation of cure and postmaster,
sending out spies and intercepting public ond private letters transloting ond analys
ing their contents. Such information is essential as plans of campaign are not in
fallible ond they may require rapid alterations due to unforseen circumstances. "A
generol-in-chief should ask himself frequently in the day, whst should I do if the
enemy's ormy appeared now in my front or on my right or on my left? If he has any
difficulty in answering these questions he is ill posted and should seek to remedy
it."

In the making of a plan of campaign it is advisable to attempt an assessment of
the enemy's intention and to be ready with the relevant means to neutralise it. If
both wings are shielded by natural obstacles such as mountain ranges or great rivers
a general need only guard against being attacked on his front. If only one wing is
so supported he should pivot upon that wing. At the beginning of a campaign it is
always a matter of concern whether to advance or not to advance, but once the offen
sive has been adopted it must be sustained. This places the advantage of initiative
in your hands, forcing your adversary to make his movements dependent on your own.
He becomes obliged to carry out moves to counteract your assault and runs the risk
of being forced to divide his forces in an effort to do so.

If your army is inferior in all arms it is advisable to avoid a general action
but content yourself with manoeuvering to draw the enemy into a trap, or by changing
•the line of operations. This last is one of the most skilful and difficult opera-



tions of war but it accrues great advantage to those who manage it. It deceives the
enemy who becomes ignorant of the position of your rear or what points are now vul
nerable. If your army is deficient in infantry it should be offset by rapidity of
movement, if wanting in artillery then by nature of your manoeuvres, and if short in
cavalry the choice of position should be made with the utmost care. The campaign of
1814 in France is an excellent example of the above. The French were inferior in
numbers, discouraged by the disasters of Russia and the defeot at Leipzig, and almost
certainly disheartened by the presence of foreign troops on French soil. The
Emperor's successes at Chompoubert, Montmireil end Hontereau were a direct result of
this rapidity and combination of movements. It certainly increased the morale of his
numerous recruits, to such an extent that they were beginning to acquire the stead
fastness of the old regiments that had triumphed at the height of the Empire. But
the brilliance of such leadership only served to delay the inevitable defeat. The
numbers arrayed against them, the relentless pressure, the lack of resources and the
eventual fall of Paris forced overall capitulotion, and guaranteed victory to the
allies.

The French revolution gave Napoleon conscription - producing ouch masses of
troops and material that Europe hod never experienced before. His answer to handling
such masses, soon to be copied by most other armies was the division; which was a
"miniature army consisting of infantry supported by its own cavalry and artillery."
Combined with each other the divisions formed army corps, who advanced to meet the
enemy by different routes, but always within uniting distance of each other, so that
whichever met the enemy first had the task of engaging it until the arrival of the
supporting corps.

It is with this method or organisation that the wargaming strategist must con
cern himself for it determines the decision to advance or stand fast. Any commander
who contemplates an offensive oction would be ill advised to odvonce without suffi
cient strength to guarantee at least a fifty-fifty chance of suocess. Of course the
type and size of ouch a unit would depend upon its objective. It might well be some
thing as small as a raiding party consisting of light cavalry with maybe horse artil
lery, or perhaps light infantry, it could be the major force intent upon seeking and
destroying the opposing army or its base of operation. The bose of operation provid
ing the starting point of an army's line of operation. It may be argued that if this
is the basis upon which campaigning is to begin, no commander will abandon his base
of operation for feor of having his line of communication cut! But, experience has
taught me that wargamers are more willing to seek contact with their opponent than
to avoid it. Even when one side is numerically inferior to the other, the inspiration
of Lee, if not the great Corsican himself, will tempt commanders to emulate their
example.

The wargamers must therefore possess sufficient troops in order to augment such
an arrangement, but if he has reached the stage of campaigning, it usually follows
that he has been steadily building up his own forces; and with the Addition of others
of similar interests, there should be enough to make it possible. To quote exactly
how many figures would be required might well dampen the spirit of the would be
strategist. I was fortunate enough to belong to a group of 5 enthusiasts whose com
bined efforts produced two armies of approximately equal strength: - that is approxi
mately 1,300 infantry, 350 cavalry, with a dozen gun batteries eoch, all to 20mm
scale. I realise that initially it may seem a great deal but when you reflect that
ours was a small group there is no reason to suppose that others will not have more;
and indeed there ore no grounds for supposing that a smaller amount could not be used.
It all depends of course on what numbers are used to determine the strength of a unit
of infantry; some wargomer3 ore inclined to use the company as its basis, others the
battalion or regiment; its all a matter of usage and convenience. Our group's organ
isation was forty men per regiment of four companies of 10 men; cavalry regiments
consisted of twenty men, and batteries numbered two guns only, plus limbers and one
caisson. I list these figures in order to lead on to the organisation of brigades,
divisions and army corps before the campaign can proceed.

For the purposes of campaigning it -is imperative to consider what the minimum
size of the various units has to be, with proper regard to their role. Using the
regiment os the bssic unit then a minimum of two combined, would constitute a brigade,
tvo brigades a division and two divisions an ormy corps. To support a brigade of
infantry requires a minimum of one regiment of cavalry plus one battery of guns, to
support the other two requires a corresponding rise in cavalry and artillery strength.
The three units listed above, brigade, division and corps, are the major units in
volved in campaigning, brigade strength being considered the smallest unit compatible.
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with a fighting chance against the enemy in hostile territory.

There are, of course, other types of unit which may operate in enemy territory.
Firstly there are the eyes of on army; scouting parties made up of light cavalry,
their speed and lack of heavy equipment making them ideal for their purpose. The
last and perhaps more dashing type of offensive unit, is the large raiding party
consisting of light cavalry; it's object to spread consternation, destroy important
bridges, or to swoop on any unguarded base of operations. The size of such a force
must not be below brigade strength. Light infantry may fulfil the same role but
obviously they cannot hope to equal the speed of light cavalry. It should be pointed
out now, that all forces move at the speed of the slowest unit attached to them,
therefore should light cavalry have horse artillery in support its mobility is impair
ed.

So far I have not dealt with line or heavy cavalry; their role was to support the
line infantry both before and particularly during the battlefield situation, so
therefore it can be assumed that the main body will consist of these two arms, plus
field artillery.

Before proceeding to discuss the methods by which all these different aspects
are linked together for campaigning, it might well be worthwhile to mention that
movement within your own territory is not affected by the same limitotions as within
the enemy boundary lines. It is assumed that once the border is crossed the invasion
force is promptly faced with a hostile populace and all that entails; consequently
running the risk of civilian hostilities if their strength is an insufficient deter
rent. Obviously this is not the case when "at home" and therefore it is quite un
necessary to move about with such large forces.

Whatever force you decide to move with, except in the case of a scouting party
or a unit of company strength in home territory, it is obliged to consist of an ad
vance guard,'main body, and rear guard; such grouping was usual practice for the dis
position of 19th century armies on the line of march.

Cruiser 1I.M.S. Superb -
Battle Class Destroyers -
Daring Class Destroyers -

gures
Specialists in Military Miniatures

8College Square North. Belfast BT1 6AS Telephone: BELFAST 4.?699

WARSHIPS
1/12OO Scale Die Cast Ketal Waterline Models

Tri-ang Minic Ships: Painted and Assembled

At never to be repeated prices

17b
12|p
12|p

Vigilant Class Frigates
Whitby Class Frigates
Ton Class Minesweepers

12£p
12Jrp
7<b

Post and Facking 2^p per item. Over £5 Post Free. S.A.G. for list of Ships and Harbour
Installations.

Napoleonic WARGAM5S FIGURES by S.E.G.C.K.

What you have always wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct anatom
ical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular 25mm scale. Make
a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal of France Mounted - British Rifleman - British Guardsman.
Foot Figures 7*p each. Colour Bearers Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 20p each. Cavalry

Standard Bearers 25p each.

Postage and Facking 5p per order, LISTS FREE.



REASONS FOR NOT RE-SUBSCRIBING TO
m . _ .

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER

I wish to tell you that I shall not-be renewing my subscription to Wargamer's
Newsletter. • I propose to conduct a detailed criticism of the magazine, in the hope
that other, more steadfast readers may benefit thereby. I hope you don't regard this
as too presumptuous, but in any case you don't have to read it.

Basically, I am discontinuing my subscription because I feel that the standard
of the Newsletter has declined in three years I have been taking it; this has not
been seen as a drastic change in policy but rather as a gradual disappearance of
really useful and interesting articles in favour of less distinguished material; in
view of which, I feel that something should be said to counter the apparent compla
cency as to the standard of the magazine. I shall deal with the various regular
features separately.

1. "Firing Into The Brown!" - Host of the content of this section seems to con
sist of isolated observations on tactics, strategy and history which are far too
piecemeal to be of use to anybody; they should either be digested and incorporated
into complete and meaningful articles, or else left safely in the context of the books
in which they were found.

Other material sometimes found in this section includes unique tactical incidents
(having some interest value, but generally useless to the gamer through their very
improbability), scraps of poetry, and some out-of-context book extracts that seem
quite pointless.

The "Hint of the Month" sometimes found on this page is quite a good feature.

2. "Correspondence" - This takes up quite a bit of space in the Newsletter, occupy
ing as it does not only the "Readers' Forum", but also, as a general rule, "The
American Scene" and "What Hakes a Wargamer Tick?" I shall therefore go into it in
detail. It consists of:-

a) Discussion of current war.';aming controversies. This, keeping one up to date
with events in the politics of the hobby, is not a function which can be omitted, al
though it inevitably includes a number of petty squabbles. I would agree that
"Readers1 Forum" is a better heading than the rather vague "You Write To Us".

b) Scraps of interesting information relevant to wargames and useful by itself,
without being material for a complete article. This and the previous category should,
I believe, constitute the main bulk of printed correspondence. Incidentally, this
may be the aim of "Firing into the Brown!" Well, if so, it tends to miss the target.

c) Criticism of the ma -azine. I can think of two valid reasons for publishing
this: one, because it is directed at subscribers, and two, because you wish to excite
further comment on the subject. If the latter, I think you would do well to say so.
Otherwise, it doesn't really do much good to print it, although the fact that you
have printed some adverse criticism shows a certain honesty.

d) Uncritical praise of the magazine. I can think of no reason for printing
this except as propaganda; as such it is ineffective and directed at the wrong people,
and think you should drop it.

e) Details of the possessions and/or recent activities of various subscribers.
This tedious autobiographical waffle takes up a lot of 3pace that could be better
used. A little of it, chosen with care, can be of interest, but most of it should be
ruthlessly edited. Bear in mind that there are many of us who are not acquainted
with other subscribers (or certainly not with many) and have no special interest in
their everyday activities. This is not a club publication, remember.

^. "Counsels of War" - This is a sort of compromise section that is somewhere be
tween correspondence and a proper article; generally speaking its content is similar
to the more useful items in "Readers' Forum", but it varies considerably. I suppose
it fulfils a valid function, but its content seems rather ill-defined.

4. Battle Reports - The trouble with battle reports is that they are almost always
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badly presented. A battle report should be either instructive or entertaining, or
both (as should anything else in the magazine, come to that). And above all, it
should be clear and comprehensible, as it cannot otherwise satisfy the other condi
tions. It must have a map, and the map should be neat, not over-complicated, end
easy to refer to.

Landmarks and military forces should be alluded to descriptively, for the most
part; individual names and/or numbers necessitate continual reference to the map,
which makes it very difficult to follow the narrative. Major Malpas' report in the
August 1970 issue is an interesting attempt that a computer might be grateful for,
but it would be quite impossible to follow without replaying it completely, which few
people would be prepared to do. This is practicable with chess because it is much
quicker and easier to replay a chess game.

Chris Beaumont's report in the November Newsletter of that year ("The Battle of
Bucklesford Berry") was modest in scale and less engrossing than Don Houghton's
series "At the Colonel's Table", but I shall use it as a model, as it had so many
good points.

a) It had a raison d'etre, the illustration of a new rule, and so began by being
instructive.

b) The maps were simple, neat, and served their purpose admirably. I think the
first one would have been better placed at the beginning of the narrative, but that
may be an editorial matter.

c) The battle was seen through the eyes of the opposing commanders and in the
light of their plans, instead of being recounted as a mere succession of moves devoid
of explanation.

d) The mechanics of the game did not intrude. This is a controversial point,
but, quite apart from the aesthetic viewpoint, I believe it is more enlightening to
relate the events of the battle directly than to introduce game jargon and results of
dice throws that will be more or less meaningless to the reader who doesn't happen to
use the same rules. And I do_ support those who think the latter an uninspiring way
of doing it. If a game detail is of interest it can be put in a footnote.

e) The narrative was separated into short paragraphs, readily assimilated.
f) A post-mortem was included. This practice is useful because it gives one

the opportunity to benefit from the tactical lessons of the battle (mind you, the
value of these lessons depends upon the degree of realism of the rules used, to a
certain extent).

g) It was not over-serious or pompous, managing to convey at the same time
something of the sense of a real conflict and also the enjoyment which the partici
pants got out of it.

Looking through other battle reports, the most common fault seems to be an over-
preoccupation with details which obscure the main drift of the battle, so that one
can't see the wood for the trees.

5. Campaign Reports - I believe that these should be limited to an explanation of
the more interesting strategical rules used and a summary of the strategical events. •
If any of the battles were of real interest, they could be reported separately. Gen
erally campaign reports suffer from the same faults as battle reports but, being
longer, are liable to be more tedious. Nothing should be accepted as a long-running
serial unless it is really good.

6. "Must List" - This is the most praiseworthy section of the magazine; it always
has fresh information to present, and can be extremely useful. It is a pity that
many of your subscribers could not possibly afford to make full use of it ...

7. "Books" and "Looking Around" - These are both commendable, although of most use
to those of us with plenty of money to spend. Concerning "Looking Around", two points
arise:~

a) It would help if you were more systematic about giving addresses and sub
scription rates. At present one has to search for ages through piles of old News
letters to find such information.

b) An alternative to reviewing each magazine individually each month (which
compels brevity) would be to review, say a year's output of only a few magazines (one
even) in each issue, which would allow you to comment in greater detail. This is
only a tentative suggestion - I don't know whether it would work or not.

8. I think I've dealt with all the regular features except the "Notice Board"
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BATTLE REPORT C0TOT ROUGBT'S RAID OH VALES - April/May 1812

(Continued)
OF THE MONTH

Advancing from Newquay on April 27th the French army moved on Lampeter, which
was immediately put to the torch, Llandoverey suffered a similar fate and by 30th
April Rouget had brought his force, totally unopposed, to within a few miles of
Brecon. Outside Senny Bridge occurred the first clash betwesn the opposing cavalry
pickets, and soon the British Yeomanry withdrew with the obvious aim of drawing their
opponents onto the main army. Rouget, temporarily unnervad, halted at Senny Bridge
with the main body for the rest of the day. Meanwhile Packenham, who had managed to
concentrate a strong force in the Brecon area, deployed 8 line battalions, his three
batteries, his Light Dragoons and the Castlemartin Yeomanry on a fine defensive

ridge in the vicinity of Penfort, just outside Brecon, his left flank lying on a
forest and the river Usk a mile to his right. Two line battalions were left behind
to garrison Brecon.

Early on the morning of May 1st Rouget led the main body out of camp, sending
Canbronne ahead of the main body in command of the screen of lancers. The English
Yeomanry, although superior in numbers, fell back in the face of the French regular
cavalry" until the lancers stumbled onto tie British position. Although the English
were largely disposed on the reverse slope, Rouget, familiar with Wellington's
Spanish tactics,*correctly deduced that this was indeed the main body. He therefor-
dedoyed his amy in the following order of battle, from left to right:- 3 line
battalions crdre mixte, one battery, the Italians and two line battalions in column
and the second battery. The Poles and the light companies were deployed in front -as
skirmishers and the two Y0Ung Guard Battalions behind the right wing. Ordering
Cr.mbrcnne to force the British position and thus conceal his movements, Rcuget ad
vanced to turn the English right wing, keeping his Guardsmen out of sight behind the
main body. Packenham thus believed that the French were employing a pincer-movemer.t,
with the Young Guard behind the lancers. He therefore deployed on the crest of the
hill in the following order - 1 foot bnttery, 3 line battalions, 1 horse battery, 2
line battalions, 1 foot battery. On the reverse slope he kept 3 line battalions, the
13th Light Dragoons and the Yecnanry as a general reserve.

While the French main body succeeded in turning the British right flank, furth
er advance was made impossible by the approach of the two British cavalry regiments.
To combat the threat the French lancers rode in a wide sweep across the English
front to cover the main body on the English right. With typical impetuosity the l?th
Light Drar-oons chsrged the two lefthand squares of the French line, whilst a line
infantry battalion followed up with a bayonet charge. The Light Dragoons were smash
ed by g'rapeshot and the squares' musketry, whilst the attacking infantry were ridden
down by the charging lancers who, continuing their attack, overran a British battery
and came to grips with the Yeomanry.

Simultc-:>roujly the French right, led by the Polish voltigeurs, who had already
harassed the British infantry with continual sniping, stormed up the northern end of
the ridge against the three battalions stationed there. The British fought hard un
til they were taken ^ t\<~ rear by the line battalions c° the French left - Rouretr-'.^
Btrikiog force - which had moved up in the wake of the lancerr. Attacked on all
sides the British right wing disintegrated. Al the rear of the British position, on
the Brecon road, the most important struggle, however, W83 taking place. Here the
lancets had driven the broken Yeomanry into the 1st Battalion Royal Welch Fusiliers
whic had been drawn dra-p Un to defe-d British communicatinms with Brecon. The
Fusiliers which General Tarleton had "forgotten tc form into square" were swept along
in the confused melee of lancers and Yeomanry and annihilated The British Aray was
now cut off from its base, the regrouping lar.cers straddling the Brecon road. OnJ.j
a desperate counter-attack could now save tho British.

Therefore Pack-iham now brought up his two left wing battalions and an artillery
battery'all of which had been formerly unengaged. Alr.c, Tarleton formed.up the
Second Battalion Royal Welch Fasiliera to face the French lancers. Packer.hnm aimed
to env-loT> the exposed French right and reproduce the effects 01 the French atlace
on hi* own right wing. The Young Guard battalions had been placed here, However,
and, although the French line bent and fell back, it still held.

On the centre of the ridge meanwhile -in response to ruthless order.'; froa the
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French Command&r—.in-Chief Canibronne was compelled once more to urge his tired lancers
against the fresh fusilier battalion. With eager assistance from a l.nrge body of
voltigeurs the lancer- managed to scatter the British. After this last effort, how
ever, they withdrew from the fight on blown horses and with barely 40$ of their
•umber still in the saddle. At this point Packenham at last recognised the futility
of continuing the struggle and ordered his surviving men to lay down their arms.

On the evening of May 1st the French army marched into Brecon, headed by 16
captured colours and 10 pieces of ordnance. The town ha- been already vacated by
its .-.mall garrison, which had previously blown up the arsenal. On May 3rd Rouget
commenced his march to Carmarthen and his rendezvous with the French Fleet.

Epilo^u=: She consequences of this remarkable pair of victories were numerous. A
run on the Bank of England put Britain in no position to subsidise Continental wars
any longer. The arrival of the corvette "Hebe" off the French coast on May 10th
meant that within ten days all Europe knew of the French victory. Tsar Alexander
imnrvJiately left to meet Napoleon at Dresden and givo assurances of eternal friend
ship. On the other si^e of the Atlantic the U.S.A. went to war with Britain and de
vised a joint n.-sval strategy with France. An outcry in the British Parliament
against Britain's apparent uni.:-oT>aredno:;s against invasion resulted in many regular
units being withdrawn frou Portugal, thus hamstringing Wellington's 1812 campaign.

As a gesture of approval Napoleon made Rouget Duke of Brecon und a Marshal.
Cambrcnne was made a lteron and Lucas. Count of Pembroke. Colonel Neufchateau of
the Lancers was made a Grand Officier of the Legion of Honour and the surviving
N.C.O's of hi:; regiment promoted,

(Reports by Mark L.Evans (Cambronne); Huw Williams (Lucas) and Paul Thompson
(no-: -ct)).
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THE SKIRMISH LINE

"YES, BUT IS IT REALLY WARGAMING?'

by Mike Blake

This is perhaps a question some readers may have asked themselves when reading one of
the spate of articles on Skirmish wargames which have graced these pages of late, particu
larly anyone (and there must still be a few) who has not tried Individual Wargaming on a
One to One figure scale. I hope that this contribution will show them that indeed this is
wargaming, and is just as mentally taxing and as much fun as games with 25mm, 15mm
or 5mm figures using a much higher figure to man scale.

I read in the paper the other day that there are odds of some 18000
to 1 against a soldier becoming a Field Marshal in the British Army.
Indeed, there are only eight such exalted gents, and they are all on
half pay! This being the case, who are we kidding? If we were
unfortunate enough to have to serve in the Army (heaven forbid),
what rank would we be? With the possible exception of ex-regulars
and Brigadier Peter Young (who would probably be I/O) we would be
lucky if we achieved NCO status, let alone junior officers. So, when
we wargame we are generals, but we should really be sergeants,! And
this is exactly what we can be when we play a Skirmish game.

Setting aside our pride, along with our glorious white charger and
medal bedecked uniform, let us get down to the real nitty-gritty. To
illustrate my point, let me set you all a problem based on a recent
game I played in Bristol. Ian Colwill set up the game with the
usual detailed background of the men taking part and the situation.
Before you reach for pen and paper to dash off a complaint to Don F.
at yet another One to One Wargame Report, let me reassure you that
this is not going to be a wargame of the Month report, it is going to

be a tactical~problem which I invite you to solve. My solution will form a second part, not
as a report on the game but as a justification of what I did.

It is noon on Sunday, 18th June 1815, on a hot dusty day near Lahne in Belgium. A major
battle which will mark the final close of an era is raging some way away. You are a
sergeant in the Imperial Guard, a veteran of all the Emperor's campaigns. As part of the
reserve you have been sitting and waiting, and you are hungry, thirsty and bored. So, with
ten of your companions, all veterans and two of them excellent shots, you have gone
foraging. Suddenly you are confronted by an Imperial Aide, who gallops up and shouts
rapid orders at you. He has mistaken you for part of a brilliant move by Napoleon to halt
a British attempt to turn the French flank. You are to attack and hold a ruined farmhouse
which the British have occupied and which will assist them in their out-flanking move.
The Aide has also commandeered a six pounder artillery piece which is being clumsily
man-handled into position by its novice Lieutenant and four gunners. If you look at the
map you will see your position at "X". As you cautiously survey the scene from your
vantage point, what do you see?

A gentle slope runs down to a field of golden corn standing waist high, with scrub and rough
ground around two sides. Beyond the corn is a wood, and running straight across the whole
area between corn and farm is a road. On the side of the road nearest you is a ditch about
three feet wide, the bottom of which you cannot see. The farm consists of an orchard
surrounded by a waist high hedge; courtyard with chest high stone wall; and the ruined
farmhouse. The house (the Airfix ruined "Strongpointj' examine one if you can for details)
has an end wall with small window, standing facing you; a side wall onto the road with a
small window, broken down at the far end. Part of the second storey remains with part of
the roof over this. Windows, gaps and doorways have been crudely barricaded. Beyond
the farm is another smaller field of grain.

What signs of the British are there? In the building, movement, glimpses of red and white,
steel barrels at the loopholes. At this distance it is impossible to count numbers, anything
from four to eight. The orchard is quite still: your eye runs along the hedge and inspects
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each small tree. The lattercould hardly hide a redcoat, but the hedge might well conceal
a crouching figure. Then the wood. Apart from an occasional bird call all is quiet, but
the dark shadowy interior could comfortably hide a dozen men - especially those bloody
green riflemen! The scrub offers little protection compared tothe wood, but could be used.
The height of your position shows that the corn has not been trampled to any large extent,
but it too might conceal a British marksman.

So, what do you do? As a wargamer used to acting the general and
issuing orders to divisions, corps and brigades, what do you tell your
TEN MEN to do? Normally you would see the scene laid out before
you as an insignificant corner of the battlefield. The farm, orchard
and all, you would clear and occupy with a couple of regiments; a
couple of companies of riflemen through the corn, scrub and wood;
a squadron of hussars and a battery of horse artillery in support;
command devolved, problem forgotten. But not this time. You
are not sat astride your charger at a safe distance from the battle.
You are lying in the dust, peering through the heat haze at a
delapidated farm, with the sweat trickling into your eyes as your
head swelters under its high, heavy and unweildy bearskin, damning
all generals as fools and wishing you were back in Paris!

Bon chance !

<^SKIRjV1lSH AT LA ^CHAIN^>P^y'NC» AR£A 6-x 14-^
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•..•.••.:{c;amjs club nsv/s

The London Ancient Wargames Club (llichael ','asilewski, 100 Woodhouse Road,
Finchley, London M12 OHll) are shortly starting a campaign with each participant
creating his own country. Anyone who is interested in taking part should contact
the Secretary. The Club meets at the Ordnance Arms, York Road, Waterloo, every
third Sunday in each month.

From Chris Tofalos, Secretary of the Manchester Area Wargames Society, (2
Almond Walk, Partington, Urmston, Manchester) I have received a Club magazine which
is a most enterprising and interesting project. It contains all types of articles
including "Club Chat" and some well written and informative items on a variety of
subjects from Ancient to World War II.
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MUST

LIST

As model soldiers are the meat and drink of the hobby this is a boom month with whole
new ranges of figures appearing on all sides! I have now had the opportunity of seeing a
whole lot more of the new Tradition 25mm range - Napoleonics, British Colonial, Boers and
North-West Frontier tribesmen. They are a very high quality figure and should paint up
brilliantly. I have been asked to mention that not all the figures are original Stadden's
as even he is not as prolific as that.' All the Crimean and Colonial figures are, and the
Ancients and Mediaevals will be but the bulk of the Napoleonic and 18th century figures are
made by master figure makers under Charles Stadden's supervision so that a consistent style
and scale has been achieved. The whole range is inspired by Stadden's figures and his
originals will be the mainstay. In pointing these facts out, Peter Kemplay remarks "I know
of no make of model soldier which has a range made entirely by one man on any commercial
scale." The Crimean War figures I have seen are obviously made from the moulds that turned
them out about ten years ago, they are distinguished by a thin perfectly plain base. The
other figures I have in front of me have a mottled base and seem to be just fractionally
smaller, particularly in the sense of the bulk of the figure. I am not very keen on the
kneeling down figures which do not have bases and fall over very easily. It will be inter
esting to see what Charles Stadden's mounted figures and Ancients are like - and rather
exciting too!

It should be mentioned that Peter Kemplay also retails the 20 and 25mm Lamming range of
figures and equipment. These are also very high standard pieces and the drawings at the top
of this page are typical items from the range.

A very up-and-coming maker and a great enthusiast is Feter Laing who regularly adver
tises in the Newsletter. From him I have just received samples of his latest items - a
chariot; a war elephant; a camel lancer; pontoon and cart; mangonel and crew and English
Civil Wax range - all in 15mm range. All of these items are very well done and I particular
ly like the elephant and the camel lancer while the new English Civil War range should great
ly appeal to Pike and Shot enthusiasts. I have heard it said that 15mm is the wargaming
scale most likely to prevail because they are the smallest size figures that can be adequate
ly painted. Well, I am a 30mm man myself because I think that that is the smallest scale
which can adequately be painted! Nevertheless, groups of 15mm figures certainly look im
pressive and my arm could be twisted.'

If I have not previously publicised the Garrison wargame models obtainable from Green
wood and Ball Limited, 2 Imperial Drive, North Harrow, Middlesex HA2 7LG, it is because I
have not 3een them. This situation has been very dramatically altered through Bill Fearce
sending me a laxg< selection ofsample figures for review. I always find it really exciting to
see unfamiliar makes of figures and when they are really top-class figures such as these
made by Garrison then my pleasure is increased. Although made a bit difficult by variances
in scale, one of the great pleasures of collecting wargames armies is to have their ranks
formed of figures of as many makers as possible and these Garrison figures would certainly
be a credit to any armies. The cavalry have real'style' and the horses are excellent. War-
games figures have now got out of that period when steeds looked like rocking-horses and
there is little that looks better than squadrons of gaily coloured cavalry manoeuvering on
a table-top terrain. I have heard many members of the Society of /indents extolling the
virtues of Garrison figures and those Ancients that I have in front of me look impressive
unpainted - which must surely be a reasonable indication of the quality of a figure? I
particularly like the manner in which their catalogue number is shown on the underside of
their base because I have great difficulty determining who Ancient and Napoleonic figures
represent. The Napoleonic figures that I have in front of me are all in a marching position
which I do not find displeasing because men standing firing or kneeling always look a bit
incongruous when manoeuvering across a wargames table whereas marching figures seem to fit
in to most situations. These figures have plenty of body and yet a highly individual per
sonality of their own and they are sufficiently well detailed to paint up in a most attract
ive manner. I must not forget to mention the appealing set of Gladiator figures, specially
constructed for the increasingly fashionable Individual Combat wargames for which commercial
rules exist. These figures are nicely done and will look well when painted particularly be
cause when wargaming in an individual style, each figure assumes a sort of character and
personality of its own which leads to increased interest when painting. I have another
group of figures which do not seem to be in the catalogue but includes some rather shapely



Frequently I mention that stimulating, badly spelt but mine-of-information-
publication SIGNAL put out by John Mansfield, a Canadian soldier serving in Europe
but working from the postal address of P.O. Box 830, CFPO 5056, Ontario, Canada.
SIGNAL can be obtained by U.K. subscribers at the rate of 20 copies for £1. To give
an idea of the items it lists here are some mentioned in SIGNAL 36 - the latest I
have received:-

Roco of Germany have put out hew 1/90 scale tanks of two versions of the Church
ill and the Cromwell and are now issuing a German 68; a Flsk-Leopard, Opel blitz
truck, U.S. Army halftracks and Combat Group figures.

Solido of France are putting out six new tanks this year in 1/45 scale - they
are the PzKpfw IV tank; AMX Pluton Missile Carrier; Panhard AML.90; a truck, a
cannon and a Panther tank. These are in addition to the very comprehensive range
of 1/43 scale military vehicles of many European Nations. They are die-cast models
with metal tracks, spring suspension and realistically finished.

iiavwar, 48 East View, Barnet, Herts, England, have released 1:300 scale ship
models of the Bismarck, the Prinz Eugen, the Hood, KG5 and the Berwick at 25p each,
as the start of a big range of models. They are waterline models for naval wargamers
that enable games to be rlayed on a large table instead of on the floor.

The Italian plastic kit manufacturers ITALAERSI have produced l/72 (HO) scale
model of the German Go242 Glider that includes a Volkswagen.

3XYTRSX of 28 Church Street, Wymeswold, Loughborough, Leicestershire, are
turning out new 1:500 scale tanks and military vehicles. The latest are German
motorcycle combination at 8p; Tank Transporter at 13p and LCT Landing Craft at 15p-

MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES can supply 1/1200 scale model ships - the latest being
British "K" Class 3D at 25p; "A" Class *>D and a "T" Class SS.

BR3SICA MINIATURES of P.O.Box 4052, Burbank, Ca. 91505, '-'.S.A. are turning out
a new line of 25mm Romans and Carthaginians, both foot and mounted. There is a
priced catalogue available.

From COMBAT HOBBIES, 5155-3 Buford Highway, Doraville, Georgia 50540, U.S.A.,
can be obtained some 1/72 scale vacuum formed kits of bomhers of the 1950'a. The
range includea the Bristol 3ombay at 98p; the Handley Fa-e "arrow at 84p and the
Fairey Hendon at 98p.

ALMARK are considerably extending their range of late, putting out 1:1200 scale
model ships designed by Belgians, made in Italy and sold under various names, de
pending upon where you live. They also can supply for 18p a set of World War II
British Infantry Weapons including 2 Vickers machine guns, 2 5-inch mortars, 5 3ren
•;uns and crews for them and kits containing either 12 figures of British Infantry or
10 poses of German for 18p each. This latest Almark range fits in with Airfix 20mm
scale and can fill a useful role in providing those items not available from Airfix.

A full colour 50" x 40" wall chart of the Roman Army is available for £1.08p
from 12 Coley Street, London WC99 9YT. (This is the 'TIMES' office).

It is not alv/ays easy to obtain information about Italian armoured forces so
that a book Carri Armati Vol. 1 obtainable from Edizioni Bizzarri, Via Ruggero
Banghi 11/3, 00184 Rome, Italy, is a useful volume. With five view plans and 100
illustrations, it is a soft covered history of the Italian Armoured Forces from
World War I to date - written in Italian however.

From Duro Furnishings, Linnyshaw Mill, V/alkden, Manchester, can be obtained a
screen printed 48 inch fabric illustrating the famous Regiments of the Waterloo
period - Imperial Guard Lancers, Kings Hussars, etc., with a background of either
light blue or gold at 95p per yard. Here is a chance to get some really appropriate
and colourful curtains for your wargames room!

I see that Peter Laing of 11 Bounds Oak Way, Southborough, 'funbridge Wells,
Kent, TII4 OUB, whose range of 15mm metsl figures are fast gaining in popularity,
now has an elephant at l6p and a howdah with driver, archer and spearman at 8p.
Peter's range also includes some new mounted Saracens and Norman Knights - it seems
as though we may yet be fighting the Battle of Arsuf which has always seemed to
offer some very interesting wargaming aspects.
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From Airfix can be obtained the high speed helicopter SA330 Puma in 1:72 scale.
Used extensively by the Army this is a useful accessory for the modernist wargamer
at 55P-

Skytrex Limited have already been mentioned for their miniature tanks - they
also do Mediaeval Micro scale series of castles and fortifications for use with 5mm
figures. The series will include castles, turrets and walls in a highly substantial
and prominent white plastic ready for painting. On the subject of buildings,
Miniature Figurines now have ten in their series of vacuum formed 25mm scale buildings
and the range includes three cottages on a sheet; town houses; a scale model of the
Jews house at Lincoln; a thatched house, etc., retailing at 50p Per sheet which in
cludes VAT, they require trimming from the plastic sheet and can be painted to choice.

An intriguing advert of the Model Soldier and Stamp Parlour of 12 Kings Road,
West Newbury, Berks, England, talks of "25mm cut-out wargame equipment" and lists
French Napoleonic 12pdr and limber at 5p; ammunition casson at 5p» Waterloo farm
house and outbuilding at 15p. I have no idea the style of these models but they
seem cheap enough!

A growing range of 1:1200 scale waterline warships can be obtained from Fleet
Line Model Company, 2 Lees Lane, Gosport, Hants. In cast metal, these ships come in
small kits of one piece castings for submarines and multi-piece kit3 for larger
vessels; they click together neatly with little preparation.

Available kits include late or early "Battle" class destroyers at 5^Pi Algerine
class minesweeper in three types at 45p each; U.S.C. submarines at 25p and a series
of American Civil War ships from 27p downwards in price. A S.A.E. to Fleet Line will
bring the detailed list of these items.

I have received a sample selection of 20ram Napoleonic "Flats"; stamped out of
sheet metal these are 'thin' figures that look fine from the aide but not so great
frontwards but they are beautifully detailed and are the main figures used on the
Continent. Made by Herr Johannes Trips, 7241 Empfingen, Reichenhalden 14, West
Germany, their prices are Infantry - Dm. 0.25; Cavalry - Dm. 0.50; Standard Bearers
Infantry - Dm. 0.50; Standard Bearers Cavalry - Dm. 0.70. The rate of exchange for
the West German Dm. is 6.9I to the pound.

This afternoon, in company with Neville Dickinson of Miniature Figurines, I was
wandering around the maze of racks whereon are stacked hundreds of containers of
glistening model soldiers in all scales from 5mm to 54mm. I wa3 amused to note
Neville's surprise at various additions to the range, it being so vast as to out
strip his awareness. For example, he seemed astonished, and I certainly did not know,
how his 50mm range of Napoleonic cavalry and infantry had increased in recent months.
This scale is my favourite and I had to fight very hard against starting yet another
army in another scale because my Napoleonics are all 25mm. I recommend 50mm collect
ors to investigate the artillery that Neville can provide in this range because it
will fit in excellently with a number of other periods. Neville is of the opinion
that the warganing of the future will be in 15mm scale and the manner in which the
variety and range in this scale rapidly increase back up his judgement. New releases
in 25mm 'S' range include infantry and cavalry of the following types - Samurai;
Mongol; Chinese; Mediaeval; Indian Wars (Redskin cavalry Cheyenne or Sioux Dog
Soldier); hundred Years War - Crecy, Poitiers and Agincourt periods; Marlburian;
English Seven Years War; American Civil War; African Colonial Cavalry (Basuto Mounted
Riflemen); Indian Elephant gun-team and numerous British, French, Prussian and other
cavalry and infantry of the Napoleonic period. By the time you read this, Neville
Dickinson will have been and returned from America where he is opening up a new manu
facturing plant for his vast range of figures - American wargamers, you do not know
what is going to hit you!

Naval Wargamers have never ceased to moan because the 1/1200 scale, die-cast
metal waterline ship models made by Tri-ang went out of production. If these collec
tors hurry up they can get the last stocks of these rare items at very reasonable
prices from Model Figures and Hobbies of Belfast. The same firm also sell MFH 1/1200
scale metal cast waterline detail ships in the 'Ensign' series and also the Casadio
'Mini-ship' series 1/1200 waterline plastic kits at 55P each plus 6p VAT. This last
range covers U.S. aircraft carriers and battleships; Japanese battleships and aircraft
carriers and Italian battleships.
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females. At a guess they could be used as Christian slaves being protected from lions and
other playful beasts by gallant Gladiators.

I have already mentioned that I am a 50mm man therefore I find the MOTOT 50mm figures of
«eat interest! I am not familiar with this make (is it French?) but whoever designs them
SrtaiSv has a "feel" for position and I can offer little higher praise than to say that aome
of hS reSndame of those beautiful Charles Stadden water-colours Jba* ^SxaSa ScaSTof Tradition. It seems as though some of these MTJTOT figures are made for gramasJ***8®
there^e two men on one base, one wounded and the other helping him along, a wounded man
lying on the ground and another man with his hand to his face as though he has either received
awolnd there or has got a fly in his eye! Beautifully detailed, ™ «™ ^'"Jf^pressions, these Minot figures should not be missed by the 30mm collector because atJ-OP each
they are very good value. I do not know whether there are any cavalry to go with them but
the 25mm Garrison Napoleonic horsemen seem to fit in quite well.

tod now we come to WARRIOR m,tal miniatures - their new Napoleonic 25mm range. Ray
Seton is justifiablv proud of this range which he claims (and I completely agree) is the best
Jet! Designed by Harry Norey, they are all posed in a distinctive action stance vMchlOri
most attractive and will certainly add charm and colour to armies of this period. J ^antrvstand there is to be a hundred or more figures in the range - those I have seen ^r infantry
and cavalry for most of the participants in the Napoleonic Wars and I consider them to be
highly exciting in a rather unique and most praiseworthy manner. No Napoleonic army should
be'without battalions and squadrons of Warrior figures!

Of course, while all this is going on the other manufacturers are not standing idle and,
in addition to their other additions to their range, MINIATURE FIGURINES have produced a set
of amazing figures to be used in Tolkien wargaming, with dragons, dwarfs, elyes, wizards, etc.,
etc. If this is your line of country then buy some and go mad with the paint pot.

I have heard nothing about the activities of Fetor Gilder at Hinchliffe of late but I am
equally certain that he is flogging himself to death turning out vast numbers of figures as
hard as he can go - that's a hint to let me know what is happening so that I can review and
justifiably praise this admirable range.

From MODEL MILITAIRE who advertise in this magazine I have received a very nice set of
25mm scale Prussian Infantry Standards which, when fitted to staffs held by our hrave
Standard Bearers will add great colour to any battlefield. I particularly like the manner
in which blanks with the essential details printed are included so that they can be completed
to suit any regiment of the collector's choice.

Naval wargamer Barry Carter has sent me a letter he has received from Airfix Products
Limited which I publish herewith. "With the growing interest in warship wargaming, we felt
that this sector of the market should be catered for, and we are hopeful of considerable
success with this venture. We plan a number of well known types, at the present time mainly
oriented towards British and German ships of World War II and obviously we will try to con
centrate on the more famous sea battles and endeavour to provide the participating snips.

15 mm
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READERS' FORUM you write
TO US

"Dale Bilsland and I have been working on a set of Mediaeval Japanese rules.
They are for small scale actions and being ?<$ chance could be fought solo. Each
player has a 'Chu' comprising a Samurai (mounted with dismounted substitute and 8 to
11 chugen. For larger actions there is a command Chu with a Daimyo and Standard
bearer on each side. Firing, meleeing and virtually all movements are controlled by
the dice. The Chugen have variable morale factors and all variable weapon factors
diced for at the beginning-. In fighting value the Samurai is about a third the
strength of the Chu so if he is killed or crippled early on it is uphill work!! I
have made a Torii (sacred gateway) and religiously pass my Samurai through it before
each action. So far * have been badly beaten four times. The dimensions must be
wrong or something.

I am al30 intending to try out the Western Gun Fight rules. Unfortunately I got
engaged the other day and decorating, painting and gardening are likely to interfere
with future progress."

"Slim" Mumford of Westlothian.

00O00---

"It hardly seems a year since * last wrote to you to renew my subscription to
Wargamer's Newsletter for the tenth year. It does not seem like ten years since I
received my first copy of the Newsletter but I have a oile of 120 magazines to prove
it!

Looking back over the last ten years I am amazed how the initial high quality
has been kept up. The discussion (or argument) about a 8tandard set of rules has been
going for a good time too. Isn't it about time that people realised that in a so in
dividualistic hobby as ours there is bound to be as many sets of rules as players.
Since the opposite sides in a game will agree which rules to use, the main object is
to have a good game. Accepting that the rules must be realistic, a good game is all
that matters. At times when a standard set of rules are required, e.g. in a National
Competition, then all those taking part will have to accept the rules drawn up by the
organisers. As an American President ha8 said "If you can't stand the heat get out
of the kitchen."

C.M.I.Clough of Shipley.

ooOoo

"Allow me to congratulate you on running what is still to me the best value in
wargames magazines, but could I also make a plea for you to try and include some
articles on a subject that should be of importance to all wargamers, but which seems
to receive but scant treatment both in magazines and in published literature on
military subjects. I refer to standards. British and Prussian standards of the
Napoleonic period are quite well covered in recent Almark publications, and French
are not too difficult, although the information on them is very incomplete."

M. Raymond of Nottingham.

—-ooOoo

"I would just like to Bdd a word of appreciation for your fine magazine. When
I began my subscription, I was a lone wargamer out in the country. As far as I knew,
there wasn't another enthusiast within a hundred miles. The Newsletter was a great
encouragement and pleasure in my isolation from other wargamers. Now, our local
group is several strong (local gamers were really here all along and we have recruit
ed new ones). And each of our members has his own subscription."

Steve Carpenter of Red Hook, N.Y., U.S.A.

ooOoo---

"This weekend I hope to convert and paint a Mexican bandito (a mucho mal hombre
- would you believe!) for a game Mike, Ian and * are having next week. It features
a big commanchero (mixed Mexican, American, French and Indian) raid on Salt Flats
which forces the rough saloon element to join the law in fending off the enemy. The
interesting point of the game being that we each work figures on both sides. If you
like, three solo games, in one. The idea is not as screwy as it sounds, as it really.

-.



makes you play to the spirit of the game and makes each man (or woman, remembering
the saloon girls) stay in character and do only what each would do in a similar real-
life situation. Who wins doesn't really come into it - as long as Salt Flats is not
left a smoking ruin at the end, and not too many of our heroes and villains (actually
they're all muddy grey) are rubbed out! Anyhow - it should be fun.

We are keeping a detailed narrative of each gunfight now, and when we have some
printed I will send you along several stories from our "Annals of Pima County" to
keep your enthusiasm popping."

Steve Curtis of Bristol.

ooOoo

"With belated reference to the "M8ke Your Own Army" article in the March 1972
issue of the Newsletter. We made Chevauleger lanciers from cuirassiers by using the
figures holding swords away from their bodies, i.e. sticking pins in the bottom of
their hands and sticking a paper pennant at the top of the Bword, painting the result.
The lance looks slightly short, but they weren't very long anyway. We made the crests
out of plasticine (fine for Horseguards and cuirassiers too) covered in hair lacquer
and trimmed away jackboots, epaulettes, cuirass, etc., with a razor blade. If Peter
Fairclough used this method it would save a lot of money! Also the second rank in
lancer regiments (i total) were not armed with lances, but with swords and carbines
- making even less work for the convertor. Also, by trimming the shako on an Airfix
French line infantryman and removing the sabre-briquet and, of course, repainting, we
have found that you can make very good stovepipe shako/gaitered British line infantry.
The only tro ible is, the shako is not quite tall enough. Also, cuirassiers make good
Light Dragoons if you cut away cuirass 8nd jackboots and replace the helmet with a
French-style shako (from artillerymen).

I realise this is also a bit late, but I was fascinated by the report (in
November 1971 Wargamer'3 Newsletter) "The Battle of the Brown Hills. It is a classic
example of wargaming in what you want it to be. I have been fighting similar games
for a while (being an avid fan of Tolkien), having heard about them being played in
the U.S.A. Rules for magicians 8re very difficult. We divide them into three
classes: Class "A" - civilised wizard; "B" - barbarian shaman; "C" - second-rate
warlock. We then grade their powers accordingly. Enchanted heroes are proof to the
1st and 3rd classea but barbarian shamen completely fox them! Also, I have been
using Airfix astronauts as "Starship Troopers" (a science fiction book by Robert
Heinleim - of the same name - gave me the idea). However, warfare in space, with a
third dimension (i.e. up and down) poses many problems."

Mark L. Evans of Llanelli, South Wales.

HA
HiNCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

MELTIIAM. MUOOEIISFIEID. ENGLAND HD7 3NX

25mm

RELEASES
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC

CAVALRY (BNC)
BNC2 Heavy Dragoon at rest
BNC5 Heavy Dragoon ollicor at rost

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC

CAVALRY (FNC)
FNC2 Lino Dragoon charging
FNC5 Line Dragoon officer charging

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC (RN)
RN9 Line Gronadior standard bearer

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC (PN)
PN8 Guard Infantry charging
PN9 Guard Infantry officer

ANCIENTS

ANCIENT ROME (AR)
AR13 Late Roman Logionaires
AR14 Lalo Roman Lighi Infontry

GREECE (AG)
AG5 Thracion Peltast

ACHAEMENIAN PERSIAN (AP)
AP4 Porsian Spearman
AP6 Infantry of tho Cadacos

ACHAEMENIAN PERSIAN

CAVALRY (APC)
APC1 Cavalryman with lance
APC2 Cavalryman armoured with

shield and lance

Illustrated Catalogues available 30p from your local stockist, 35p direct.

See our next advertisement

for further details of our new
75mm Range created by one
of the world's leading figure

designers.
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BOOKS I HAVE READ

by

Bill Thurbon

I have just found an interesting book in our library "Twenty One Squadron" - a
hiatory of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force 1925-57 by Leslie Hunt.

Have you: read Colin Greensword's book on Firearms Control - most interesting,
showing how the anti-capital punishkent Home Secretaries like Jenkins and Callaghan
used useless firearms legislation to camouflage the obsolescent of capital punish

ment, with the resulting murder of"policemen and civilians alike.

There is a good brief history of the Knights of St. John "Shield and Sword" by
Emit Bradford, and a superbly illustrated book on marine archaeology "History of
Seafaring" edited by G.F.Bass tracing the history of ships from ancient times to the
end of the age of sail.

James Henderson who wrote the very good book on Frigates in the Napoleonic Wars
has now written a companion book on the "Sloops and Brigs" of the same period.

Chivers of Bath have reprinted a book on air fighting in World War I, first
published in 1936 "Fighter Pilot" by McScotch (Cedric Chivers for Library Association
£2.20). It is good - "McScotch" served in the same squadron as "Mick" Mannock.

"British Admirals of the 18th Century; Tactics in Battle" by John Cresswell.
(Allen and Unwin - £4.80p. 1972). The author joined the R.N. in 1908 and in 1939-45
ended as Director of R.N.Tactical School. The book throws new light on naval tactics
in the 18th Century and the question of the Line of Battle Tactics. In particular
he challenges the generally held view that Admirals like Matthews and Byng were un
necessarily circumscribed in their actions by the fighting instructions. This will
be a valuable book for the 18th century Naval wargamer.

Some years ago you referred in the Newsletter to a very good historical novel
called "The Year of the Horsetails" by R.F.Tapsell. The setting was on the plains
of Central Asia roughly in the time of the Mongols. I have not seen any other novels
by him until on Tuesday I was in the City Library and found two tales by him on the
same shelf.

The first was "The Unholy Pilgrim" - quite good, but not as :ood I thought as
"The Year of the Horsetails". The setting was interesting - the Greek Islands at the
time of the Fourth Crusade - a period only used I think by J.H.McCarthy in "The
Dryad" in the early part of the Century, and by Alfred Duggan in one of his last
novels. "The Unholy Pilgrim" was published in 1968 - but I must have missed the re
views.

The other is 8 more massive work and a good successor to "The Year of the Horse
tails". It is called "Shadows of Wings" and was published last year. The hero is
Darius the Great of Persia. The whole canvas is good, for on the death of Cyrus at
the hands of the Scythians to the final triumph of Darius. I am not sufficiently an
expert to say how close Tapsell sticks to history - but the battle scenes and the
plotting are very good - this is a first rate example of fictionalised history. It
was published last year. Both by Hutchinson. Tapsell has U3ed the Bisutum (or
Behe3tun) inscriptions and Herodotus, and Toynbee'B study of history. I know you like
historical novels and wondered if you have read these. "Shadows of Wings" would pro
vide a good "scheme" for an ancient wargame.

I have today picked up in the library a book that might be useful to the Air
wargamer - "Guns of the Royal Air Force 1939-45" by G.F.Wallace (William Kimber -
£3.25p). The author was a Technical Officer in the Armament branch of the Air
Ministry and has many interesting things to say about the guns and their provenance.
He is highly critical of the saall arms branch of the War Office, which, until short
ly before 1939 vaa also responsible for air force guns and suffered for far too long
from the cavalry mentality. Fortunately the more mechanically minded Air Force got
control of its guns just in time. Incidentally he makes one point of striking inter
est. Of all machine guns used by British forces from the Gatling gun onwards only
one was a British invented gun.

nQucen VictoriataLittle Wars' by Byron Farwell (Allen Lane - £3.95). This is in-
teresung out not so good, 1 think, as Swinson's "North West Frontier". The author
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suffers from the modern failing of the occasional snide remark about men like Harry
Smith and Baden Powell, and his bibliography suggests he has not read the books of
these two soldiers for example; still we can forgive much to a writer whose biblio
graphy does include "At Them With The Bayonet'" and "All For a Shilling a Day".

"Jackets of Green" by Arthur Bryant (Collins - £3-75). This is a fine example
of a regimental history. Since Coote Manningham formed his experimental Rifle Corps
in 1800 the Rifle Brigade has been part of British history. Bryant tells superbly,
often in the words of Riflemen themselves, Rifleman Harris, Kinkaid, Harry Smith, and
others, the history of this famous regiment from its service in the Peninsular and
with the Light Division until its final amalgamation into the Royal Green Jackets.
There are ideas for a dozen wargames in this book, from the rearguard covering Moore's
retreat to Corunna to the "Snipe" Bction at Alamein.

By the way, do you know of "Ronald Welch" who writes historical novels for boys?
He had done a whole series about an imaginary Welsh family, the Careys, from the
Crusades to the Great War. His last book, "Tank Commander", is being serialised in
"4th Dimension" a childrens programme on B.3.C. 2 on Saturdays. I have got most of
these for my grandsons, and so have now got "Tank Commander". I always read them
first; they are very good! This one is a good World War I story, but I shall have
to hold it back until my grandsons get older, since in this one Welch lets his
soldiers use some army language.' "Knight Crusader", the first of the series would
provide some useful ideas for anyone wanting to fight a Crusader wargame.

v

EXPLANATION FOR DIFFERENCES IN BRITISH AND U.S.A. PRICES

"There is one thing that puzzles and annoys me, since I feel Americans are being
treated rather badly by some of your advertisers. In particular Steve Curtis's
charges to Americans run two or three times higher than to U.K. residents. For ex
ample Colonial rules are £1.00p in the U.K. (02.62 currently) yet we pay 05-50 in
cluding surface mail - that is double the price. 20 sided dice at 30p (approx. 79
cents) 02.60 to U.S. residents - more than triple. Perhaps Mr. Curtis does not
.realise these differences. I would hate to think it is intentional. The Wargames

Research Group's figures are much the same. Perhaps you might be kind enough to
point these facts out to Messrs Curtis and Blake and Wargames Research. I would
really like to try their rules.

I hope this will not be misinterpreted so that you think I am crying about
prices. I am not at all. I will be happy to pay any fair price but I feel there
might be an unintended principle involved in setting two such arbitrary price differ
ences. Anyway, hope something can be done for beleaguered American wargamers."

Carl Kish of •', Willow Drive, Edison, N.Y. 08817, U.S.A.

In reply - Steve Curtis of Bristol:-

"I must confess to being a little put out by Carl Kish's comments, that you
handed on to me, regarding exchange rates and selling prices of our rules in the
States, as his remarks are evidently based on ignorance of the costs involved.

Mr. Kish points out that the dollar price of our Colonial Rules, Gunfight Rules
and Percentage Dice, is two to three times that of the sterling price. The excess is
made up of the following:-

a) Open airmail, as most of my American customers want their goods in a hurry.
b) Bank charges on handling dollar cheques.
c) Fluctuations in the exchange rate.

All this must be covered if there is to be any trace of profit. To emphasise
this last point, I am purely a one-man-band, and my American sales are seldom more
than two or three books a month, at the moment. So usually a separate bank handling
charge is levelled on each dollar cheque. As the business is small, the extra cost
and bother of mailing to the States has to be charged, unless our rules are to die a
financial death. And finally, perhaps Mr. Kish has missed the main point - where else
can you get the value for money that our rules give? The Western Gunfight Rules con
tain 60 pages, lavishly illustrated, including two poster"sign board cut-out sheets
that alone must be worth a couple of dollars to the discerning modeller. The enter
taining chat and enthusiasm filling in the background to the period in the second half
of the book has to be worth the price alone. Whilst the Colonial Skirmish Rules offer
perhaps the peak of interest and playability for personalised skirmishes, in 48 pages

.of rules and period information. There can be few wargame rule books, imported or
home-produced, that can offer the American gamer such quality and value for only
05.50. Case for the defence - rests!"
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

"ll1 Livauci fuh:ilo:il.il
188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1

Telephone 01-734 1352

Wo are the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Mode in 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Availablo either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.

Most othor loading mokes ol motal and plastic liguros also in stock, plus largo selection ol
'Britains'. 'Elastolin' and other rare historical figures.
Tradition' magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, bolt plates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, uniforms and paintings.

When in Londo

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

Mon.. Tuts.. Wed. and Fil.
Thursday
Saturday

nust. Open six doys a weok.

II you ore unable to visit us. the following catalogues are available:
Stadden 30 mm master list - 20p
Stadden 54 mm master list - 3Sp

•Tradition' doo* 0/ Model Soldiers - £1.65 (post tree)

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR

PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMUNGHAM. WOODBRIDGE. SUFFOLK
Tol: Framllnghnm 723708

Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request.

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT
CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMING NEEDS

d into VVARGAMING.

0W, We also stock many

On 1st March. TRADITION. London's leading dealers in miliaria and model soldiers, move
Our stall, wargamcrs themselves, arc always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufacturers listed bcl
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figaros, A.F.V.S and equipment by:
HINCI1L1FFE, AIRFIX, FUJ1MI, elc.

Rules by:
W.R.G., L.W.S, etc.

Books by:
DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOlING, ALMARK.

PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints clc by:
BELLONA, AIRFIX, MERIT, HUMBROL, clc.

MAIL OKDI.RS

We ittnt wean unableto acceptmail orders lor under fj.00
Pleaie add 10*/. lor poitare on all mail orjerl.
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Books

DEVIL TO PAY by C.Northcote Parkinson. (8" x 5*S 277 pages including 4 maps.
John Murray - £2.00p).

C.Horthcote Parkinson is probably as much an expert in naval affairs of the
Napoleonic neriod as Alexander Kent and C.S.Forrester and on that score cannot be
faulted. However, the reader should not expect to be held as much as by a novel
written by these other two authors who specialise in Napoleonic naval warfare. With
a naval officer as its hero it is similar in concept but to me it has not quite come
off a3 its situations seem to be laborious and contrived. There is 3uch a multipli
city of characters that I had to keep turning back to see who they were or what they
were doing! Inevitably, the price of books ia high these days but I think this one
is rather expensive although one could not quibble about it as an interesting paper
back at a suitable price. I hate "nit-picking" when reviewing but I cannot ignore
that officers of the 42nd Regiment play a part in the book without once mentioning
that the 42nd were the Black Watch, a rather singular Highland regiment! Mr. North-
cote Parkinson has them in Guernsey in the second half of June 1794 whereas their
Regimental History says that on June 18th they embarked for Flanders as part of an
expedition under command of the Earl of Moira and landed at Ostend on the 26th and
from then until mid-April of the following year they were very actively engaged in
the Low Country's. It does seem as though a little more care or research could have
been done here.

WITH PLUMED IN MATABELiXAHD by Frank W.Sykes. (Volume 21 Rhodesiana Reprint
Library; 8:> x 5-V"; 296 pages; 35 full page plates; 46 illustrations in text -
#6.30 - Books of Rhodesia Publishing Co. (P.V.T.) Ltd of Bulawayo).

This book was first published in 1897 and the reprint is a facsimile reproduc
tion. An introduction has been added explaining the background to the rebellion of
the Matabele in I896 and nointing out that two other books written by Lt.Colonel H.
Plumer and Colonel R.S.S.Baden-Powell also deal with this rebellion but from a Staff
viewpoint whereas Trooper F.W.Sykes writes from his experiences in the ranks. Sykes
himself i3 not without interest as he was a member of an aristocratic family and
later fought in the Boer War and died in Queensland in 1945-

The book is in five sections, the first of which deals with the causes of the
rebellion and some of the ideas put forward atill have a bearing on the situation in
certain parts of Africa today. The second part gives accounts of some of the pioneers
who managed to escape when the initial rising took place and the steps taken in
Bulawayo when news of outbreak first came through with its tales of murder and des
truction. The third section describes the raising of the Hatabeleland Relief Force
in Mafeking, 550 miles from Bulaway, its march to the theatre of operation and itB
initial active service - a very interesting part of the book. The fourth section
gives accounts of the fightin,; in the Matappos. The last section deals with the
meetings that led to peace involving Cecil Rhodes and some chapters on specialist
units raised and individuals who had a special place in the story.

The book has many interesting illustrations and photographs some of which appear
to have suffered because of the method of reproduction but it is difficult to judge
without seeing the original book. There are also two excellent sketch mapB covering
all the operations.

In all an excellently produced book full of interest to those who study the
military aspects of the spread of the British Empire and a worthy companion to the
previous volume in this series dealing with the Mashonaland Field Force. (For fuller
details of means of obtaining books by ttiis publisher - see page 25 Wargamer1a
Newsletter February 1975*

THE ZULU WAR by David Clammer. (8$" x 5§"; 239 pages; 17 plates; 12 maps. David
and Chnrles - £3.95p).

A very readable and well researched account of one of Britain's best known
Colonial wars. The political background, the antagoniats, personalities, tactica and
•battles are filled in with colour and conviction to make a fine and interesting w»rk •
of reference.
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Squadron/Signal Publications, 3515 E. Ten Mile Road, Warren, Michigan 48091,
U.S.A. are well known for their beautifully produced publications on armour and air
craft. Recently I have received Armor Number 6 "SOVIET PANZERS IN ACTION" which
sells at #3»95 and contains 50 pages packed with coloured illustrations, drawings
and photographs (many in a most interesting action situation) of those tanks that
fought in the biggest armour battles the world has ever known. This is a very in
teresting book to everyone but invaluable to the man fighting in the World War II
period. Aircraft publication numbers 8 and 9 are the "LUFTWAFFE IN ACTION - Part
4" and the "F-100 SUPER SA3RE IN ACTION". The first book on the German Air Force

deals with the "off-beat" aircraft of World War II such as the Storch, the Fokker
T-VIII seaplane and the Me 323 "Gigant". The second book is packed with fine action
photographs of this fine American fighter that has performed so well in a number of
post-war theatres. Like all the books in this series, the photographs are first
class and display the subject matter in most revealing action situations.

The latest ALMARK publications are very interesting, well presented and bound
they are 8.;" x 5£" each and contain between 85 and 95 pages.

THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 1642-1651 by R.Potter and G.A.Embleton. (96 pages; over
200 illustrations, many from contemporary sources, including 50 colour plates.
Casebound - £2.35p; paperback - £1.60p).

This fine little basic reference book will be of great use to wargamers as it
deals in some detail with the Royalist and Parliamentary armies, illustrating the
uniforms, the flag3 and banners, the military organisation and style of fighting in
a well illustrated section with numerous colour plates. The authors recently had a
success with a very good book on THE SIEGE OF BASING HOUSE, both are well known as
military writers while Gerry Erableton has had numerous high quality illustrations
and paintings in Tradition.

GERMAN MILITARY COMBAT DR3SS 1939-1945 by Chris Ellis. (88 pages; 90 photo
graphs; 63 line drawings; 23 colour photographs and illustrations. Casebound -
£2.25p., paperback - £1.50p.)

Emphasising active service dress, this book furnishes the wargamer or model
soldier collector with a very thorough working knowledge of both the dress, small
arms and the more common infantry weapons of the German Army in World V.'0r II. The
colour pictures are from wartime German sources and some of the line illustrations
are taken from wartime intelligence publications. Chris Ellis is well known for
his writing on tanks and armour and this book is up to his usual standard.

AMERICAN MILITARY CAMOUFLAGE AND MARKINGS 1959-1945 by Terence Wise. (96 pages;
100 photographs; 44 line drawings; 35 colour illustrations. Casebound - £2.35Pi
paperback - f.l.60p).

The ubic itous Terence Wise writes an amazing variety of military books - all
with sincerity backed by thorough research. This book covers in detail the American
system of marking so that every vehicle could be immediately identified so far as
its unit and function was concerned. Also included is additional information on

camouflage and colour schemes used on American vehicles in various theatres of World
War II. This is a very valuable text book and work of reference to those wargamers
who wish their American World War II armies to be accurate in even the smallest de

tail.

COLDSTREAM GUARDS DR3SS AND APPOINTMENTS 1658-1972 by Charles Stadden. (84
pages; 35 photographs and full-colour plates; 63 line drawings. Casebound - £2.25p;
Paperback - £1.50p).

Of course, the name Charles Stadden hallmarks this book, the third in the
"Dress and Appointments" series which covers the development of the uniforms of
famous regiments. By means of meticulously researched line drawings and colour
plates by a man who is acknowledged as one of the world's finest military uniform
artists, the book follows the course and developments of the dress of one of the
leading regiments of the British Army during the 300 years £t hai existed- There
are many new photographs of the regiment at various stages of its history which,
together with the excellent drawings, make thia a book that is well worth having
on your shelves.
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THE CANADIAN SCENE

by

George Lord of Thunder Bay, Ontario

I would like to mention that while there are numerous rules for the Horse-and-
Musket period including Tunstill and Taylor, etc., I was surprised how well yours in
the book WARGAMES turned out. I fought an ACW game by them in SOLO and then refought
the battle with a live opponent and either way it provided ju3t enough complexity
without bogging down which is the big problem with many rules. Unfortunately there
are always a few who must argue about rules and spoil a game, which is one of the
reasons I enjoy my solo rames or better campaigns. In the face-to-face engagement
after setting up the scenics, we dice for ARMY - Union vs. Confederates and also for
side of table. We like the incidental meeting type of game like Gettysburg. As a
result each players dices to see how many units he starts with and whether each one
enters the LEFT-CENTRE-RIGHT side of the table. With this settled a die roll deter
mines when reinforcements arrive, also how many and where again. With a village on
each side, the object was to hold our own village and capture the enemy held one, for
two turns.

This makes for a very interesting game and the number of regiments used controls
the length of game. In the face-to-face game I was extremely lucky that my whole
force came on the board at the start while my opponent had only half of his, and this
was scattered. This, however, was almost my undoing and if my opponent had issued
orders in the correct sequence he could have won. Seeing that he was going to be
hard pressed I immediately sent out my whole force via two routes to seize his town
and figured he would throw his cavalry into the fight to aave his position. I got a
shock when he turned the cavalry toward my town. Now if he had ordered them there
directly he would have reached my town before my infantry could have gotten back into
position. As it was, however, I had a battery statiorted on a high hill before my
town and overlooking the entire board. It was this unit he aimed at for some strange
reason instead of by-passing it for the town. Actually I had only a half-battery
(single gun) and it was not that deadly in its fire on his town.

I was interested in i3sue No.132, C.Trustram's letter in "Readers Forum" when he
mentioned Paul Carrel's triology. I have read both volumes some time ago but did not
know there were to be three volumes so will keep a weather eye out for the last one.
(Another good reason to read your magazine thoroughly.) While we are on the topic of
books I would like to bring to the readers' attention a series of books about the
American Frontier by Allan Eckhart. The first volume I am now finishing called the
FRONTIERSMEN, and it is one of the most fascinating books that I have read bar none.
Another in the series is the WILDERNESS EMPIRE. They run close to 600 page3 of read
ing and the jacket paintings are full wrap-arounds opening to a very impressive scene
in each.

Talking about wilderness before closing, I have wondered if the thrill of travel
ling through virgin wilderness by canoe and tent has ever appealed to readers? Un
fortunately England doesn't have too much to offer in this respect I would imagine.
Here it is the opposite, I live on the north-west shore of Lake Superior and all
around us for hundreds of miles is the beautiful country of the Canadian Shield.
Summer or winter it offers challenge to camp out in it and find the bless peace of
quietude that is absent in our cities, today. At least you can hear the sound of the
birds, and running fresh water, etc. I use to wonder where all our city birds went,
and finally decided they are still there but the noise level has risen until they
cannot be heard. It may be nice to have city conveniences, but are we paying too
high a price for them?

ooOoo

From my old friend George Gush of Tunbridge Wells I have received three copies
of the Tunbridge ."ells Wargames Society Newsletter "RANK AND FILE" and again, I am
most impressed. I have had some previous contact with this Club and was aware of
their enthusiasm and their good fortune in having such knowledgeable and live wire
mature people at their head. The magazines are really excellent and contain hints
on different styles of wargaming; conversions; tactical articles; rules; modelling
and casting; converting Airfix figures by that master Stan Colby; wargames reports;
terrain, etc., etc. My experience of turning out a wargames magazine since 1962
makes me fully aware of the labour of love that these magazines from Manchester and
Tunbridge 'Jells represent - they deserve recognition and support from every one of
their members.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

Wargamers in the Guildford, Surrey, area, particularly Ancient and Renaissance armies,
should get in touch with Andrew Murdin, 76 Manor Way, Onslow Village, Cuildford, Surrey,
GU2 5RR - telephone number Guildford 63744.

00O00

The Glasgow Wargames Club are holding a Wargames and Military Models Exhibition at the
Palace of Arts, Paisley Road West, Glasgow, on the 11th August next. There will be three
Exhibition Halls and they would like to hear from any groups or individuals interested in
putting on modelling or wargaming displays. Contact Thomas Cassidy, 11 Crookston Gardens,
Glasgow GS2 3LX.

00O00

On 25th, 26th and 27th August 1973 (Summer Bank Holiday) at the Bloomsbury Centre Hotel,
Coram Street, London WC1 (close to Russell Square tube station and Euston) there will be an
exhibition "BATTLES AT BLOOMSBURY". The meeting opens each day at 10 a.m. and admission is
by programme obtained in advance or on the day from the hotel at 35p. There will be trade
stands and wargames demonstrations etc.

LOOKEVG
AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - July 1973. 8th Army in the Desert series by John Sandars; Scratch-building
Light Dragon Hk III in 1:76 scale; Buildings for wargames; Renaissance Warfare - infantry
weapons and organisations; Model Soldiers by Roy Dilley; reviews of books and latest items.

BROADSIDE - January &April 1973. Articles on Turkish Navy 1914; Dutch Warships of World War
II; A Sea Fight in I35O; U.K.Ordnance of World War II; Italian Tornedo Cruisers of the 19th
Century; Wargame Reports; reviews of latest ship models, books, etc.

3ATTLSFLSST - Vol.6: No.10. Articles on French Navy at the turn of the 19th century; Naval
activities in the Balkan War of 1912; Russian Ironclads.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL = May-June 1973. Now in larger format, contains articles on the
Waterloo Campaign and boardgames D-Day, Panzerblitz, Bismarck plus other reports and features.
INTERNATIONAL WARGAMER - Vol.5: Ho.9. Contains Civil War miniature rules; Naval board war-
games; Grand Tactics at Waterloo; Derivations of Avalon Hill Afrika Korea parae; The Spanish
Fleet of 1792.

MILITARY MODELLING - July 1973. Of particular interest to wargamers well illustrated articles
on the Life Guards 1816; Scratch-building the Loyd Carrier 1:76 scale; Warfare in the age of
Marlborough plus extensive reviews of the latest figures, etc.

MODEL BOATS - July 1973. Article and plans of Dante Alighieri Italian battleship.
SOLDIER - June 1973. Contains well illustrated articles on the Norfolk Regiment Military
Museum; British Army home and abroad; record and book reviews.

TAKKETTE - Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association Magazine - June-July 1973. Articles,
plans and photographs on the Centurian Mk5; Vehicle Markings of the Modern British Army; plus
line drawings of numerous 'soft' and 'hard' vehicles.

THE VEDETTE - Summer 1973. This Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors contains
articles on Diorama and Scene Building; Spanish Guerrillas in Cuba 1896-98; Flat Figures; The
French Foreign Legion; a Wargames Corner and other features.

WARGAMER. The new Canadian magazine contains articles on Prussian Array 1808-1815; Greek
Hoplite Uniforms; U.S. Infantry Division 1942-43; Micro-tank painting; Austria in the Napol
eonic Period; Post War German Navy and fantasy wargaming.

To make for easier marketing the 25mm SFRINGWOOD Napoleonic infantry figures (reviewed
in the June Wargamer's Newsletter) are to be repacked in kits that include coloured standards
and painting information, with an increased number of figures and reduced price. Containing
a very comprehensive selection of Napoleonic infantry at rock-bottom prices, these kits can be
obtained from the Oxford Model Centre, Box WAGI, 94 St. Clements, Oxford, England.



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc.

25 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 llor rs per pack)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN/S LineInfantry At the ready
BN/6 Line InfantryAdvancing
BN/7 Line Infantry Standingfiring
BN/8 Line Infanlry Kneeling ready
BN/9 Line Infanlry Officer
BN/14 Ught Infantry At the ready
BN/15 Ught Infantry Advancing
BN/16 IJght Infantry Standing Bring
BN/1 7 LightInfanlry Kneeling ready
BN/I8 Ught Infanirv Officer
BN/I9 Rifle Regiment At Ihe ready
BN/20 Rifle Regiment Advancing
BN/21 Rifle Regiment Standing firing
BN/22 Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
BN/23 Rifle Regiment Officer
BN/24 Kings German Legion Hussar m
BN/25 Ught Dragoon Troopci mounle
BN/26 Scots Greys Trooper mounted
BN/27 Scots Greys Officer mounted
BN/28 Household Cavalry Trooper mo
BN/29 Heavy Dragoons Trooper m.

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NF/I Old Guard Grenadier At ihe

Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
Middle/Young Guard At the ready
Middle/Young Guard Advancing
Middle/Young Guard Standing firing NFI
Imperial Guard Officer
Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready
Line Infanlry Fusilier Advancing
Line Infanlry Fusilier Standing firing
Line Infantry Voltigcur/Grenadier At.the ready
Line Infantry Volligcur/Grcnadicr Advancing
Line Infanlry Volligcur/Grcnadicr Standing firing
Line Infanlry Officer
Light Infantry Voltigcur/Carabinier At the ready

25 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS

(Sudan Expedition 1898)

BC/1 British Line Infantry At the ready
BC/2 British Line Infantry Advancing
BC/3 British Une Infantry Standing firing
BC/4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/5 British Line Infanlry Officer
BC/6 Highland Infanlry At the ready
BC/7 Highland Infanlry Advancing
BC/8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC/9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/IO Highland Infantry Officer
BC/I I British Lancer (Lance not supplied
BC/12 Fuzzy Wuzzys'Running
BC/13 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Advancing
BC/14 Dervish Standing firing
BC/15 Dervish Advancing
BC/I6 Dervish Cavalryman

itcd
20 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures A per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Hors i per pack)

NF/2
NF/3
NF/7
NF/8
NF/9
NF/10
NF/I 1
NF/I 2
NF/I 3
NF/14
NF/15
NF/I 6
NF/I 7
NF/21

NF/22
NF/23
NF/24
NF/25
NF/26
NF/27

NF/28
NF/29

NF/30
NF/31
NF/32

NF/3 3

,,<!•.
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD

EP/3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/5 Musketeer (Hal)
EP/6 Musketeer (Helmet)
EP/9 Cromwellian Officer mounted
EP/10 Royalist Officer mounted
EP/1 I A Cromvvcllian Trooper mounted
EP/1 I B Royalist Trooper mounted
EP/12 Drummer
F.P/13 Artillery crew
EP/14 Dragoon dismoun led
EP/15 Dragoon mounted

•MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD

MP/2 Grenadier Standing
Grenadier Advancing
Grenadier Advancing
Musketeer Loading
Musketeer Standing
Musketeer Standing firing
Musketeer Kneeling firing
MuskcteerAt the ready
Artillery crew
Dragoon mounted
Cavalryman n
General/Offic
Grenadier mo

Light Infanlry Volligcur/Caral
Light Infanlry Voltigeur/Caral
Light Infantry Officer
Fool Dragoon At the ready
Fool Dragoon Advancing
Foot Dragoon Standing firing
Fool Dragoon Officer
Lancer of Ihe Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
Dragoon Trooper mounted
Dragoon Officer mounted
Dragoon Trumpeter mounted
Cuirrassicr mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 mm Figures

A/4
A/5

9 pdr British Field gun (Napoli
8 pdr French Field gun (Napol

Infantry packs -- -29p
Cavalry packs -33p
Cannons: 20mm-40p 25mm-44p

Ad'

Standing firing MP/4
MP/7
MP/10
MP/1 I
MP/12
MP/13
MP/14
MP/20
MP/21
MP/22
MP/23
MP/24

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figures

A/1 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/3 Saker (English Civil War)

Dunted

: period)
Cperiod)

U.K. Post & Packing Rates
up to -50p -9p tf2i to £800 - -30p
•51p to £1-25 - -16p over £800-post free

Catalogue
1-15p post paid (U.K_onry)
j-50p post paid(Overseas
I airmail)

The Square. Earls Barton. Northampton. England. Telephone Northampton 810612



AIRFIX NEWCOMERS
It'sdetail that makes a scalemodel impressive. Airfix have an accurate eyeforevery
detail-in every scale.
Thereare over350 kitsyoucan enjoy building - the biggest range in the world.
You'll feel proud of the results from any one of them.
Choose from good model shops everywhere and F. W. Woolworth.

1.RAF RecoverySet
The kitcomprisesThorneycroft Amazon chassis mounting, a Coles
Mk7 crane and a 'Queen Mary' trailerwith BedfordOX tractor unit.
Eachwas used extensively bythe RAF during the Second World War
at home and overseas. Two motorcycleoutriders complete this
splendidaddition to the Airfix range. 00/HOseal

3. Puma Helicopter
The Aerospatiale/Westland SA.330 Puma is the first of three
Anglo/Frenchhelicopters toenter service jointlywith the RAF and
the French Army. Designed as a tacticaltrooptransport, the Puma
wasselected bythe RAF foroperation by38 Group, Air Support
Command. Optional markings, a fully detailed engine andinterior
are includedwiththe Airfix kit. l/72nd scale.

The world's biggest range ofconstruction kits.
Don't miss these Airfix publications I
Airtit catalogue -64 lull colour pages. ISp
Airfix Magazine-o'nwsl formodollen lSpnionlhly
Airtin books - IMS Victory. Maylloyrer' end 'Spitfire'-all e

Deslith(Prints Design) LTD., 121.Commercial Rd.. Southampton. SOI OGH. England
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